System maintenance

How well
is your
drip system
performing?
Use this step-by-step guide to make sure your
system is performing at its best, while protecting
your investment for years to come.
By Mike Illia
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A

nyone who has ever owned a brand-new car can attest to the joy of
driving a vehicle with new parts, electronics and equipment. The same
can be said of an owner of a new drip irrigation system who is enjoying
the benefits of newly installed equipment.

Every system
installed will
perform at its
highest level when
it is brand new;
however, with
time all systems
will show signs
of degrading
performance.

However, looking down the road, whether it is a car or drip irrigation, it is
important to take necessary steps to protect the integrity of the equipment and
system.
Whether you grow in an agricultural setting, greenhouse and nursery
environment, or as a residential homeowner, long-term performance of the
drip system should be everyone’s goal. Every system installed will perform at
its highest level when it is brand new; however, with time all systems will show
signs of degrading performance. To combat that, routine maintenance plays a
valuable role in maintaining the system’s performance.
When evaluating the performance of a system, I always want to have a good
understanding of the irrigation system design and all of the major irrigation
components in the system. Most growers are provided CAD drawings of their
system with all irrigation components illustrated on the design. Once you have
this knowledge, a tactical plan can be made to maintain all of the components.
Generally, irrigation systems can be divided into four main sections: 1) head
control/pumping station, 2) mainline pipe network, 3) block valves and
submains, and 4) drip line laterals and/or microsprinklers. The mentality is to
start at the pump, working down through the system following the water as it
travels to the furthest drip line in the system.

Head control/pump station
System maintenance of the head control/pump station includes looking at
these common components:

quick-reacting pressure relief valves – It is a good practice several times
during the year to ensure that pressure relief valves are set at the right pressures
and that they are operating correctly per the design specifications. Oftentimes,
pressure set points can be changed, and it is a good idea to make sure they are
set correctly. This will inherently help protect the pipes in the system. These
valves were designed to open quickly while closing slowly, minimizing water
hammer in the system in the process.
primary filter stations – Whether the system was designed with sand media
filtration, disc filtration or screen filtration, there are a few things to check
to ensure high performance. All filters (if automatic) will require a minimum
backflushing pressure to perform at a high level. Verify that the minimum
backflush pressure is downstream of the filter station. Do not use the upstream
pressure for this reading, as the filter station will not perform optimally.
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centrifugal pumps – Manufacturers recommend that during operation there
is always some water dripping down at the base of the pump. This is crucial
because the water flow helps keep the pump packing cool and promotes less
wear. If your pump is not leaking any water at the base, you most likely are
going to wear out the pump packing and prematurely wear out the pump.

Pressure-reducing block valve with
combination air vent
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Is sand media your
filter station?
If sand media is the filter
station in the system, when
there is no pressure on the
system and during safe
conditions, open up the
tanks and check the sand
level and the texture of
the sand. Once the sand
starts to lose its sharp edge
feel, the performance will
start to degrade. Each tank
should have a level indicator
on the outside for visual
measurement.

water meters – For a water meter to work
properly, it is important to make sure that
the recommended pipe diameters before
and after the meter are accomplished
correctly and that sufficient air venting is
installed upstream from the meter. This
should be done during the installation of the
system. Sometimes meter readings will read
low if there is debris stuck in the impeller,
slowing its rotation. A quick check of this can
be done by taking the water meter head out
and inspecting it visually.

the lines, slowly open the flushout valves
(almost all systems will be designed with
strategic flushing locations) and allow to run
for several minutes before closing slowly.
Closing fast will induce unwanted water
hammer. During this time, you will see the
water start clear, turn dirty and then turn
clear again. This should happen several times
during those few minutes the valve is open.

Block valves & submains
In most irrigation system designs, the
designer will precisely specify an area to
receive a specific downstream pressure
(e.g., 30 psi downstream of the valve
for permanent crop applications, or 15
psi downstream for thinwall drip line
applications). All that is needed is to verify
that the pressure is still at the designed
pressure. In many cases, this pressure might
have been modified during the season. The
pipes downstream of the valve supplying
the irrigation block (submains) will need to
be flushed in the same fashion as described
in the “Mainline pipe network” section.

Mainline pipe network
It is good practice to flush mainline pipes
several times during the season to remove
any debris that has settled out in the
pipes. In most all agricultural systems,
some debris (usually 6-15 percent) will get
past the primary filter station and make
it downstream. This debris will typically
settle out in pipes where the velocity is low
toward the ends of the lines. When flushing

Typical flushouts for mainline and submain pipes

Drip line laterals
The end of a drip line is the most susceptible
location for the debris, as it is literally the
end of the irrigation system. Two things
should be accomplished when doing
seasonal maintenance. First, check the
pressures at the extreme end of the line and
compare with the expected pressures from
the design. This will help ensure that the
system is achieving the expected flow rates.
The second task is to flush the laterals to
remove any debris that made it through the
mainlines and submains. The protocol would
be exactly the same as the mainline and
submain examples above.
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By taking this step-by-step approach, you are
on your way to a cleaner system that will last
longer and perform as it was designed while
protecting your initial investment for years to
come.
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